WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME?

Access to personalized, tailored and relevant training resources at the point and time you need them, throughout your career, whether ashore, at sea or in constrained environments.

MyNavy Learning is all of your personal, professional and leadership development resources in one place!

WHAT CAN MYNAVY LEARNING DO THAT I CAN'T DO NOW?

MyNavy Learning will use artificial intelligence capabilities to provide tailored, automated learning paths and career recommendations to the Sailor. This eliminates the ambiguity of "what to focus on next."

MyNavy Learning empowers and equips Sailors with the information and resources needed to self-manage individual goals for learning and career progression.

WHAT ELSE?

MyNavy Learning provides transparent, real-time feedback on how you're progressing toward technical skills, leadership development, promotion opportunities or other career goals.

It also personalizes learning experiences to support individual training goals.
MyNavy Learning supports you throughout your career...

**KEY FEATURES**

1. **Artificial intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML) algorithms** fuel a "recommender engine" to provide personalized recommendations to improve learning outcomes and job performance.

2. **Single point-of-entry**: allows centralized access to comprehensive, integrated Sailor training.

3. **Each user has a unique profile**, which contains personalized career continuum and competency data.

4. **Supports ashore, pier-side and afloat training environments** through web-based and mobile application solutions for delivery at the point-of-need.

5. **Provides enterprise-level analytic capabilities** for multiple stakeholders including learners, instructors, supervisors and decision-makers.

6. **Aligns to MyNavy HR Self-Service vision**, empowering Sailors to take charge of their careers.

7. **Generates significant cost savings** through more integrated content management and re-use capabilities.
The foundation of MyNavy Learning...

ADAPTIVE LEARNING:
Provides personalized, interactive and tailored training resources and experiences delivered to Sailors when and where they need it for technical, educational and professional requirements.

COMPETENCY FRAMEWORKS:
Digital competency frameworks are mapped and stored to support adaptive learning, Sailor feedback and career management.

LEARNER RECORDS / LEARNER PROFILE:
Data is collected and aggregated to uniquely identify each user, describe how they learn, and capture, record and communicate learning when and where it happens.

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS:
Automatically captures and assesses data to measure individual and unit training performance throughout the Navy learning environment in support of an enterprise-level effectiveness program.

USER INTERFACE/USER EXPERIENCE (UI/UX):
Provides the Sailor with access to training content and a visual representation of the Sailor's training and career progression. Custom visualizations of MyNavy Learning's training data allow tailored displays for Sailors, instructors, supervisors and decision makers.

CONTENT REUSE:
Enables Sailor access to specific content for study, remediation, "reps and sets" style training and preparations for advancement purposes to support areas where improvement is desired and mitigate skill decay due to irregular deployment or training cycles.

FOR ADDITIONAL MYNAVY LEARNING PROGRAM INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE VISIT:
Coming soon...

TO STAY UP TO DATE ON POLICY UPDATES OR UPCOMING EVENTS:
Email: MyNavyHR@navy.mil | Follow @MyNavyHR